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Abstract 

Researchers have long grappled with situating the stance of interaction in SLA, but it is only recently that 
interaction has begun to receive consideration from SLA quarters. Delving into the nature of interaction and the 
prerequisite of interaction in real world, in general, and in classroom, in particular, the authors hold that based on 
different perspectives of interaction, interaction can be placed into diverse philosophical stances and has a 
prominent role in second language classrooms. To the present writers, provided that second language teachers 
have good grasp of the philosophy of interaction, its pedagogical implications in the class will be more 
purposeful.  
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1. Introduction 

Disagreement among SLA scholars may relate to how they conceive language and language learning. However, 
divergent epistemic commitments and paradigmatic orientations of SLA researchers is another reason for this 
disagreement. Hence, Yazan (2012) believes that understanding this epistemic and paradigmatic divergence, as 
two philosophical orientations underpinning SLA research, helps better and thorough understanding of research 
methods applying in EFL classrooms. Furthermore, the tension between the two principal ontological 
orientations, namely positivism and relativism, exerts a powerful influence on the debate between cognitive and 
socio-cultural approaches to SLA. As Lafford, (2007, cited in Yazan, 2012) puts forth, positivists have influenced 
traditional cognitivism in which individuals’ mind is responsible for language acquisition, while socio-cultural 
approach being combined with relativist orientation conceives learning as essentially a social activity. 
Accordingly, meaning is co-constructed rather than discovered by those who get involved in the process of 
interaction.  

Also, the tension between interactionist and innatist perspectives towards SLA is conspicuous. SLA theories in 
SLA can be considered as either nature- or nurture-based. Nature theories claim that knowledge is genetically 
transmitted and is innate. In fact, language acquisition is part and parcel of the genetic make-up of human beings. 
Although nature theories do not deny the importance of environmental stimuli, they kept its importance to 
minimum. Meanwhile, innatists believe that human beings are born with a built-in device which predisposes us 
to acquire language; this language acquisition device is a human language learning system. Nurture theories, in 
contrast, claim knowledge comes from experience, from our interaction with the environment through reasoning 
or senses. Accordingly, learning is the result of interaction with others (Long, 1981). However, as to Yazan 
(2012), interactionism, in sharp contrast with innatism, takes into consideration the importance of both nature 
and nurture in the language acquisition process. In a similar vein, Larsen-Freeman (1991), in support of 
interactionist views, asserts “they [interactionists] invoke both innate and environmental factors to explain 
language learning” (p. 266). 

The idea that comprehensible input is necessary for the second language acquisition forms the basic tenet of the 
interactionist position; however, to Long (1981), input is necessary but not sufficient. Interactionists view the 
communicative give and take of natural conversations between speakers as the crucial element of the language 
acquisition process (Long, 1981).  

Also, as to Bakhtin (1981), the only way to know ourselves is to know others and have interaction with them. In 
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other words, it is only by entering into dialogue with “a diversified array of others” (Emerson, 1997, cited in Hall, 
Vitanova, & Marchenkova, 2005, p.4) who are different from us we can flourish. What is implicit in Bakhtin’ 
approach is that his dialogic heteroglossia is based on interaction, interaction between internal and external 
forces, between utterances and voices, between individual’s self and voices of others. In a nutshell, the paper 
laying emphasis on the importance of interaction pursues a discussion in order to consolidate the nature of 
interaction in SLA and equip would-be teachers with the implementations of interaction in EFL classes.  

2. On the Necessity of Output in SLA 

Interactionists hold that interaction must consist of comprehensible input (Krashen, 1981) which allows the 
message to be understood, as well as output (Swain, 1995) which provides opportunities for expression and 
negotiation of meaning. In effect, the expression and negotiation of meaning happens when learners are given the 
chance to interact. Along the same vein, Lightbrown and Spada (1999) assert when learners are given the 
opportunity to engage in meaningful activities, they are compelled to negotiate the meaning to express and 
clarify their intentions, thoughts, and opinions in a way which permits them to arrive at a mutual understanding. 
Arriving at mutual understanding occurs when learners are working together to accomplish a particular goal. It is 
a truism that input and output processing have a bilateral relationship with each other; that is, when meaning is 
negotiated through output processing, input comprehensibility is usually increased, and learners tend to focus on 
salient linguistic features (Long, 1981). 

Output as the corpus of utterances that learners actually produce orally and in writing has three possible 
functions (Swain, 1995): (1) the noticing function, (2) the hypothesis-testing function, and (3) the metalinguistic 
function. The noticing function relates to the possibility that when learners try to communicate, they may 
encounter a linguistic problem and become aware of what they do not know. Such an encounter elevates learners’ 
awareness leading to better action on it. The hypothesis-testing function of output relates to the possibility that 
when learners are using their still-developing target language, they may experiment what works and what does 
not. For example, when learners, developing their own interlanguage, receive negative feedback, they will try to 
build a new hypothesis about. Metalinguistic function of output relates to the possibility that learners may be 
consciously thinking about language and its system; this function will help them to produce utterances that are 
linguistically correct and communicatively appropriate (Kumaravadivelu, 2006).  

Nevertheless, some scholars including VanPatten (2004) are in disfavor with Swain’s (1995) findings. VanPatten  
claims “output promotes acquisition but does not appear to be necessary” (p. 41). In fact, he argues that the role 
of pushed output is similar to any focus-on-form technique that speeds up acquisition. Put similarly, Izumi (2002, 
cited in VanPatten, 2004, p. 41) asserts “output can induce the learners to process the input effectively for their 
greater interlanguage development”. Inspired by the work of Pienemann (1998), Mackey (1999) has also 
concluded that output is constrained by learnability issues. Put another way, output can only have an effect when 
learners are about to acquire a structure in the normal sequence of development. Probably, claiming that 
interaction will lose its discourse complexity and naturality when dressed up as a part of a lesson has become a 
reason for several scholars to give priority to input rather than output. In effect, the scholars (e.g., Krashen, 1981) 
rest on a premise that for SLA to be fostered, the interaction in the classroom must resemble, as much as possible, 
natural conversation.  

Yet, resting on a more comprehensive perspective involves not looking at language acquisition from the 
so-called Cartisean-dualistic lens. From dualist perspective, mind and body are two real entities; neither of them 
can assimilate to the other. In the same line, language acquisition, dualistically speaking, should be considered 
either individual or social. Nevertheless, Bakhtin (1981), claiming that communication is the objectification of 
interaction, takes a dualist-materialist perspective towards language. Inclined towards the work of Bakhtin, 
Vološinov (1986) declares that there exists “certain dualism between the inner and the outer elements and the 
explicit primacy of the former, since each act of objectification [utterance] goes from inside out” (p.84). To 
Bakhtin (1981), this objectification is manifested in communication through materialization of interaction.  

Interactionist theorists employing cognitivists’ tenets apply Vygotsky’s (1962) socio-cultural theory of human 
mental processing to define the role of interaction in SLA (Lightbrown & Spada, 1999) and hypothesize that 
second language learners gain proficiency when they interact with more advanced speakers of the language, for 
example, teachers and peers. Scaffolding structures such as modeling, repetition, and linguistic simplification 
used by more proficient speakers provide support to learners, thus enabling them to function within their zones 
of proximal development (ZPD) (Vygotsky, 1962).  

Vygotsky’s socio-cultural theory is a powerful theory which believes human mind has a social origin. Henceforth,  
emphasizing the social origin of mind, Newman, Griffin, and Cole (1989) state that socio-cultural theory is not 
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only about ‘‘the mind nor just about the externally specifiable stimulus-response relations. It is about the 
dialectic between the inter- and the intra-psychological and the transformations of one into another’’ (p. 60). That 
is, in the cultural development of a child, any function has two planes and appears twice: first on a social plane 
as a relationship between people (interpsychological category) and second on a psychological plane within the 
child (intrapsychological category) (Vygotsky, 1981 cited in Jordan 2004). 

3. Nature of Interaction 

Considering interaction as an interpersonal and intrapersonal phenomenon, Ellis (1999) defines interaction as 
“the social behavior that occurs when one person communicates with another” (p. 1). Also, in line with the work 
of Vygotsky (1962), Ellis (1999) contends that interaction can occur inside our mind. Put differently, this is what 
called private speech. In much the same way, it is held that different modules of the mind interact to construct an 
understanding of or a response to some phenomena (Ellis, 1999).  

Inspired by the work of Halliday’s (1994) metafunctions, Kumaravadivelu (2006) outlines three dimensions of 
interactions: (1) interaction as a textual activity, (2) interaction as an interpersonal activity, and (3) interaction 
as an ideational perspective. Interaction as a textual activity refers to the modification of one’s speech 
phonologically, morphologically, lexically, and syntactically in order to maximize chances of mutual 
understanding and minimize instances of communication breakdown. Interaction as an interpersonal activity 
considers interaction as a social practice that shapes and reshapes language learning, and interaction as an 
ideational perspective is concerned with the fact that language can be used to conceptualize the world. In other 
words, the linguistic forms can represent our experience.   

Long (1981), an impressive interactionist figure in SLA, is among the first to make a distinction between 
modified input and modified interaction. The former refers to the modification of language input, while the latter 
refers to the modification of conversational structures. To Long, as Kumaravadivlu (2006) reports, the 
importance of modified input is undeniable, but participation in meaningful interaction is made possible through 
modified interaction. Accordingly, Long (1981) suggests a two-part hypothesis: (1) interactional modifications 
geared to solving communications difficulties help to make input comprehensible, and (2) comprehensible input 
promotes L2 development. Studies on interaction as a textual activity show that interactional modifications help 
learners become aware of form-meaning relationships. In other words, internalization of target language data is 
the result of learners’ interactional effort to make a relationship between form and meaning. Also, interactional 
modifications provide opportunities for further L2 development by stretching the learners’ linguistic repertoire. 

4. Ecological Perspective on Interaction  

The ecological perspective of language, in general, and affordance, in particular, has earlier been proposed by 
Gibson (1971) who asserts that affordances are ecological per se. He defines affordances as things that furnish or 
afford the observer. In this view, Ziglari (2008) refers to two types of affordances: natural and cultural. The 
example of natural affordances is the case of a flat hard surface which is walkable-on for the human beings. 
Cultural artifacts, or manufactured objects, in contrast, are examples of cultural affordances whose intended use 
signals their purpose. Nevertheless, the ecological perspective— its use in the classroom, and its relationship 
with interaction— is later manifested in the work of van Lier (2010). 

Van Lier explains ecology of language learning from practice to theory and vice versa. Van Lier argues the aim 
of ecological approach is “to look at the learning process, the actions and activities of teachers and learners, [and] 
the multilayered nature of interaction and language use” (p. 3). Elsewhere, van Lier (1996) claims that ecological 
perspectives place emphasis on both the social interaction that makes linguistic affordances available to the 
learner and also the cultural context where language learning occurs.  

Van Lier (2000) also proposes that the input-output model should be replaced by an ecological perspective. 
According to van Lier, an ecological approach takes into consideration what is taking place in the environment. 
Van Lier’s contention is also echoed by Kramsch (2002) who considers an ecological approach to language 
learning a powerful way of capturing the mutualistic relationship between the language users and the 
environment. Accordingly, it is plausible to say that nobody learns alone; the same way nobody grows up, lives, 
suffers, or dies alone. However, what springs to our mind is that how second language learners in a poor 
linguistic environment can learn a new language. In effect, from an ecological perspective, we can claim that 
too little resources will result in death or very minimal growth. Along the same vein, we can also predict that 
learning a language in poor environments, with lack of input and interaction, will also lead to minimal 
evolution.  

Van Lier (2000), in support of the ecological approach, uses the term affordance for input and argues that the 
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environment makes available opportunities for learners to engage in meaning-making activities with others (a 
semiotic budget), and what is perceived relevant and acted upon by the learner becomes an affordance. In other 
words, input has been reconceptualized as the linguistic affordances perceived and used by the learner for 
linguistic action. Input is, therefore, not something standing outside the learner waiting to be acquired, but it is 
the interaction between the learner and the environment. Henceforth, emergence, together with affordance, is 
among the two fundamental concepts in the ecological approach that is in close contact with the notion of 
interaction. Affordance means that ecology of language learning is formed in terms of the relations between 
people and the world that provides opportunities and inhibitions of action. Emergence is also based on the theme 
that the properties of a complex system are emerged out of a simple set of mechanisms (Ellis, 1998). Similarly, 
emergentists place emphasis on the interaction between organism and environment and reject the notion of 
predetermined capacity (Ziglari, 2008). 

Regarding the relativity of affordance to the realness of language learning and teaching, Gibson (1971) holds that 
affordance is not an ecological feature rather than a phenomenological feature of objects. As human beings are 
unique, not all individuals perceive their environment in the same way. Thus, it is a necessity on the part of 
teachers in class to become aware of students’ needs to provide a rich environment and suitable materials. As 
Ziglari (2008) states, learners can perceive some aspect of these materials that fit into their knowledge and 
accordingly try to interact with their environment. Put another way, if the meaning of affordance is not clear and 
misinterpreted by the students, there will be a mismatch between the teacher and students, and, consequently, 
this would result in inhibition in the process of learning. 

Using ecological perspectives in teaching different skills can also be beneficial. In this regard, Fahim and Sabah 
(2012) did an ecological analysis of the part that role-play games play in the degree of vocabulary learning and 
recall. The study shows that the subjects drawing on their prior knowledge reveal background information about 
the content, and strive to take part in communicative interactions. Furthermore, games compatible with the 
affordance features are observed to help the students gain agency in accomplishing the gaming activities. 

5. Dialectical Interaction 

Besides ecological approach that keeps the role of interaction in SLA to maximum, Bakhtin’s (1981) dialogized 
heteraglossia appears to move on the same line. Bakhtin objecting strenuously to the view of language as langue, 
as a system of abstract norms, holds that the language we assimilate comes to us already dialogized, already 
spoken out. In Saussurean view, as Hall, Vitanova, and Marchenkova (2005) assert language consists of a set of 
fixed structures and rules that can be studied in a decontextualized fashion. In response to the traditional 
approach, Bakhtin (1981) has developed a new idea in which language is made up of dynamic socio-cultural 
sources that are in constant relation with their social and historical context. In sum, Bakhtin’s dialogic approach 
is classified as poststructuralist. Poststructuralist theories are in contrast with structuralist theories of language 
associated with the work of Saussure’s (1959 cited in Norton & McKinney, 2011) distinction between parole and 
langue. For Saussure, the building blocks of language are comprised of the signifier (signs) and the signified 
(mental concept). Saussure asserts that neither the signifier nor the signified preexists, and that the link between 
them is conventional. In contrast, poststructuralists argue that structuralism cannot account for struggles over the 
social meanings that can be attributed to signs within a given language (Norton & McKinney, 2011). In other 
words, poststructuralists claim that one cannot claim a meaning that can be attributed to signs in a given 
language. The meaning of woman, for instance, is not intrinsic but is given from its difference from other signs, 
such as man or female. In fact, for structuralists, signs are conceived as having idealized meanings and 
communities as being relatively homogeneous. Saussure’s principle, therefore, is that meaning is produced 
within language not reflected by language. In contrast, poststructuralists claim that linguistic communities, as 
being heterogeneous, are sites of struggle in seek for truths and power. 

Hall et al. (2005), outlining the important terms of Bakhtin’s (1981) poststructuralist approach, maintain that the 
first concept is utterance defined as concrete response to the conditions of the moment. To Bakhtin, utterances 
have different forms called speech genres. Since in every utterance the history and present comes together, 
Bakhtin used the term “dialogic” for this dynamic interaction which shapes individual voices. Furthermore, these 
utterances are historically contingent; that is, they are positioned within and are inseparable from community. 
Accordingly, Hall et al. declare that such a view eliminates “any a priori distinction between form and function 
and between individual and social uses of language” (p. 3). 

In this regard, Jordon (2004) asserts that the speech genres that Bakhtin (1981) refers to include two forces that 
work simultaneously. One force leads to the unification and centralization of language named as centripetal. This 
unity is the sameness of everyday conversations. Centrifugal, the other force, makes speech diverse, 
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heterogeneous and varied. Jordan goes on to hold that that Bakhtin has proposed his dialogized heteroglossia 
based on the force, centrifugal, which is more powerful than centripetal force. In the same line, self is 
represented in a dynamic process mediated by speech in dialogue form in order to merge internal and external 
forces (inner and outer world). 

Another important notion in Bakhtin’s dialogic hetereglossia is the concept of context. There is not an 
agreed-upon definition of context. Unlike positivists who see contexts stable and independent of the actions of 
individuals, Bakhtin’s approach inclines towards phenomenology. From a phenomenological lens, Dourish (2004) 
states, “contextuality is a relational property” (p. 4). To Dourish, contextuality results in when it is mutually 
recognized by the parties involved in interaction. In fact, “context isn’t something that describes a setting; it’s 
something that people do” (p. 6). Henceforth, regarding the importance of context, Bakhtin (1981) asserts that 
understanding linguistic forms out of context and considering utterances without context as purely individual act 
is unattainable. Akhutina (2003) also declares, “the possibility of understanding words (speech) rests on the fact 
that the people conversing share a context” (p. 98). 

According to Bakhtin (1981), language lies on the border between oneself and the other. What Bakhtin calls as 
dialogism connotes mutual participation of speakers and hearers in the construction of utterances and the 
connectedness of all utterances to past and future expressions. Bakhtin views the use of language as an 
appropriation of words that at one time existed in other people’s mouths before they are made. As Hall (2002, 
cited in Zungler & Miller, 2006) claims, in such a view, an utterance can be understood fully by considering its 
history of use by other people, in other places for other reasons. 

Bakhtin’s (1981) dialogic approach and also Vygotsky’s (1962) socio-cultural perspective help us to merge two 
opposite parts of mental and social aspects in human beings for a holistic and dialectical view in second 
language learning (Johnson, 2004). Based on the dialogic principles deduced from Vygotsky’s socio-cultural 
theory and Bakhtin’s dialogic heteroglossia, Johnson concludes that in a dialectical relationship language is not 
universal but localized; language performance and competence are not separable; cognition and second language 
development are not separated, rather one transforms the other.  

In sum, to Bakhtin (1981,1986) language is not seen as a set of idealized forms independent of their speakers or 
their speaking, but rather as situated utterances in which speakers are in struggle with others to create meanings. 
For Bakhtin, the notion of individual speaker is a fiction because utterances are constructed jointly. He 
steadfastly pursues the idea that language development is a matter of appropriating the words of others. Speakers 
need to struggle to appropriate the voices of others and to bend those to their own purposes.  

Moreover, Bakhtin’s heteroglossia is also inspired by the philosophy of idealism. One of the implications of this 
philosophical stream in education is that theory must precede practice, and therefore, texts alone are not 
sufficient because the letter of the text is always subject to misinterpretation. Henceforth, for the text to be 
understood, the spirit of the text must be discerned. Accordingly, Bakhtin (1984, cited in Yuksel, 2009) argues 
that idealism stresses only one type of interaction where someone who has the truth (knowledge) passes it on to 
the person who is in lack of it. Bakhtin criticizing the idealistic conception of knowledge goes on to hold that 
“truth is not born nor [is it] found inside the head of an individual person, [but] it is born between people 
collectively searching for truth, in the process of their dialogic interaction” (cited in Yuksel, 2009, p. 3). 
Henceforth, truth and knowledge are made as a dialogic interaction of different elements. In other words, to 
Bakhtin, as to Norton and Toohey (2002), language and the speaker of the language are surrounded by different 
ecological factors which affect their interaction with others and make a struggle for speaker to create meaning. 
Thus, Bakhtin’s approach is ecological rather than phenomenal since it is concerned with the study of the 
interrelationship between an organism and its environment. 

6. Pedagogical Implications of Interaction in the Classrooms 

In case learners are competent in a language, they will be able to communicate with dynamic and heterogeneous 
speech genres of that language in which native speakers show varying degrees of competence. Acquiring these 
genres is not possible unless careful modeling, guided rehearsal, and feedback regarding their performance are 
provided and considered in their pedagogy (Bakhtin, 1986). Henceforth, bringing Bakhtin’s view to the field of 
SLA, Hall et al. (2005) suggest some crucial implications. First, seeing language as a living tool which is 
dynamically structured and emerged helps us make, keep, and shape our cultural world for our own purposes. 
Second, learning, based on the tenets of emergentism, is respected as the product of a social interaction rather 
than a process which happens in individuals’ mind.  

Following Bakhtin’s approach, Johnson (2004) has also proposed that classroom setting requires authentic social 
context, and not the artificial one that does not resemble the outside realities. Each student needs to have a zone 
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of proximal development through which, with the help of dialogized interaction, uses different genres and voices 
and also co-constructs his or her self and cognitive development. In such a situation, as Swain (2000) mentions, 
interaction can have different forms. It can be in the format of collaborative dialogue that language use and 
learning co-occur or the former mediates the latter. It can also be in the forms of cognitive and social activities, 
or, according to van Lier (1996), it can be in the form of every day conversation.  

Johnson (2001 cited in Johnson, 2004) also considers the unplanned nature of conversation and unpredictability 
of outcomes among the features of conversation. These features lead van Lier (1996) to think of conversation as 
the best form of interaction to improve learners’ autonomy as the prerequisite of higher mental functioning, 
power, and reaching the self-regulated stage from the other-regulated stage. Still, knowledge and skills acquired 
in interactive classroom activities within individualized zone of proximal development should be relevant to the 
L2 learners’ particular needs and goals outside the classroom. 

Moreover, it might be beyond the capacity of schools to provide the necessary affordances for SLA. Henceforth, 
as Ziglari (2008) puts forth, “it is better for the teacher to expose the learners to the real and natural settings so 
that they could perceive their world much better and increase their world knowledge” (p. 378). Along the same 
vein, van Lier (2000) asserts that “perhaps, after all, we ‘learn’ language in the same way that an animal ‘learns’ 
the forest, or a plant ‘learns’ the soil” (p. 259). 

7. Conclusion 

As Firth and Wagner (1998) note, "language is acquired and learned through social interaction and should be 
studied in interactive encounters" (p. 287). In the same line, Kumaravadivelu (2006) asserts that language is not 
simply a network of interconnected linguistic systems; rather, it is a web of interlinked sociopolitical and 
historical factors that shape one’s identity and voice. Moreover, from a critical theory perspective, the utterance 
we produce as the momentous concept in dialogic heteroglassia reveals our stance towards the interlocutors, 
signaling our social positioning within the local interaction and in response to larger sociopolitical forces. In this 
case, the role of social power can be understood in the social world.  

Concentrating on Bakhtin’s dialogic approach, we claim that all learning is context-dependent. Philosophically 
speaking, Bakhtin (1984, cited in Norton & McKinney, 2011) states that languages are situated utterances in 
which meaning is created in the dialogue between speakers. In such a view, words are not neutral; they bear the 
value and express the predispositions. Struggling to appropriate others’ voices and use them as one’s own is 
among Bakhtin’s ideology which is not only linguistic but social endeavor. Henceforth, to appropriate others’ 
voices, learners need to have interaction, yet having interaction with others does not end in reducing the 
significance of innateness. Inspired by Lust (2006) who maintains that learning and innateness are not 
contradictory, but complementary, we can claim that disentangling the impact of nurture and nature on SLA is 
impoverished since genetic predispositions and environmentally dependent learning processes act continuously 
at every neural and mental entity (Gunturkun, 2006).  

We are blind without nurture (Güntürkün, 2006) in general, and interaction in particular. We certainly go on 
shaping our brain and culture through interactions. As Anton (1999) puts, in-class interaction, for instance, 
increases the opportunities of scaffolding as a facilitating mechanism to cognitive development and social 
development. Thus, the scaffolding derived from an expert is as necessary as the collaboration among a group of 
peers. Even more, interaction between a pair of L2 learners at the same cognitive level can provide the 
appropriate scaffolding needed for L2 cognitive development (Swain & Lapkin 1998). In effect, interaction as an 
interpersonal activity refers to learner-learner (or nonnative-nonnative) interaction. Seen from socio-cultural 
perspective, language is the product of interaction; essentially, we are inheritably destined to interact with others 
to gratify our needs (Shakouri-Masouleh & Bahraminezhad-Jooneghani, 2012). In a sense, classrooms cannot be 
divided by a sharp line, but everyone has a small part of himself or herself in it. If the role of individuals is 
legitimized in the class, the exercise of power will be determined by thousands of interactions. Still, it is 
undeniable to claim that SLA is mediated by gene-environment, nature-nurture interaction. Similarly, 
Fausto-Sterling (2004) declares, “if we think about nature and nurture as each being 100%, organisms are 100% 
nature and 100% nurture” (p. 81).  
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